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o you ever look out the window on a
nice day and dream about what fun
it would be to hold class outside?
Your students probably feel the
same way! There is a great solution for you and
your students: Create an outdoor learning laboratory that can be a classroom center for science,
math, language arts, and social studies lessons.
In recent years, No Child Left Behind legislation has forced many educators to focus on math
and reading. A subsequent legislative effort, No
Child Left Inside, gives credence to the relevance
of outdoor learning spaces—formal outdoor
classrooms or otherwise. Multiple reports from
around the nation, provided by the State Education and Environment Roundtable, show that
environment-centered education improves student achievement, builds community partnerships, and even provides an effective context for
learning mathematics. Whatever your school’s
setting—urban, suburban, or rural—there are
ways to create an exciting outdoor classroom so
your students can have this experience.
Teaching outdoors is rewarding for both
teachers and students, and there are many
options for creating an outdoor learning laboratory. If you are ambitious and have the resources,
you can create an outdoor classroom to use from
year to year, building and adding to it whenever
you are able. You can also base great lessons on
temporary outdoor learning solutions. In this
book, I offer suggestions for both alternatives.
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on School Yard Trees?
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ou may find activities in this book
that really excite you, but how will
you pay for them? Money does not
grow on trees—even trees in a school
yard. The good news is that schools are nonprofit
organizations that are eligible for thousands of
dollars in grant funding each year. Schools can
also benefit from many charitable individuals,
corporations, community leaders, and parents.
Your challenge as an environmental educator is to channel grant funds, donations of goods
and services, and volunteer help from parents
and the community into projects to help your
students participate in exciting outdoor lessons.
Although there is some degree of luck and
chance involved in receiving donations and
grant money, some tried-and-true ways can
enhance your chances. An important skill for
success is a persuasive writing and communication style. If you do not consider yourself
a good writer, find a colleague whose writing
skills you respect. Ask him or her to read over
grant applications you have written or edit letters to parents or local businesses.
Another challenge that you must overcome is feeling discouraged when a request
for donations is denied or an application is
rejected. Grant-writing offers particular challenges to the teacher who wants to stay motivated and remain focused on success because
of the rejection rate. Some grant writers say the
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Resources for Your Outdoor Classroom
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OUTDOOR SCIENCE: A PRACTICAL GUIDE

needs of food, water, shelter, and space required
by animals to raise their young; to identify
resources to meet the basic needs of animals
living on the school grounds

Why/How to Use This Lesson:

Go to: www.scilinks.org
Code: OS001
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Topic: What Is a
Habitat?

In any
study of populations and ecosystems (NRC
1996, p. 140), an activity such as this study of
the local environment helps students form a
local perspective on a global concept. Use this
lesson to help students sharpen their observation skills and gain a greater understanding of
how local organisms fit into their ecosystems.

Materials: handout, clipboard, pencil
Procedures and Tips:
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For this lesson,
it would be helpful for you to take a walk
through the school yard before taking your students outside. Look for specific examples that
meet the needs of animals. Make notes about
possible animal habitats.
Before leading the class outdoors, engage
students in a discussion of animals’ basic needs.
Animals need food, water, shelter, and space

Assessment/Next Steps:

After students
have had a chance to explore outdoors and
identify a number of resources that animals
need, gather students back into a group to discuss the results of their school yard survey. If
you are still planning your outdoor classroom,
this activity will allow students to help you
adjust and improve the plans. What have they
found that meets animals’ basic needs, and
what can they identify that is lacking? If they
have answered this question adequately, then
they have mastered the intended concept.
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to raise young. Discuss these needs and relate
them to the resources on the school grounds.
First, talk about what animals eat and
drink. Some examples to mention might be that
squirrels eat nuts and seeds from trees, spiders
eat insects, and caterpillars eat leaves. Water
sources for animals can include mud puddles,
water dripping from a gutter on the building,
streams, or birdbaths.
Shelter for animals can be trees, the eaves of
the school building, and rocks or underbrush.
Space for raising young connects to shelter and
can include trees for some animals and open
fields for others.
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Teaching Objectives: to identify the basic
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Animal Habitat Survey
Basic Needs of Animals—Resources in Our School Yard
Name: ____________________________ Date: __________________
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Directions

Take a walk on the school grounds with your teacher. Complete this form to
show what resources are available to animals.

1. What sights and sounds do you see or hear that tell you animals are here?
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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2. What proof can you find that animals have been here? (e.g., footprints,
anthills, droppings, feathers, etc.)
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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3. What animals may have lived here before there was a school building? What
was taken away from the environment that may have made them leave?
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

r

4. Compare your findings with a partner’s findings and talk about the basic
needs of the animals you wish to attract. Then check your findings with those
of the rest of the class before filling in the chart below.
Resources in Our School Yard
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reative mathematics teachers will
tell you that math is everywhere
and you cannot teach science without math. When you take students
outside, you will find that math really is everywhere! Whether it is a geometry lesson using
the angles of tree branches or a probability lesson about how many bird eggs will survive to
adulthood, math plus science in the outdoors is
a winning equation.
The national mathematics standards published by the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM 2000, p. 76) call for students in the earliest grades to begin studying
algebra in the form of patterns. What better
place than nature to find patterns? Find patterns that occur in the outdoors, or create a
space, such as the math patios described in
Chapter 1, where students can make patterns
and practice skills such as graphing, scale
drawing, and keeping a calendar.
Many of the lessons in this chapter are for
math patios, but there are also alternatives that
might work more easily for you in your school
yard setting. Some of these alternatives are:
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• String and stakes. Use small wooden
stakes and tie string around them to
make a grid. If you have plastic tent
stakes available, those would be a good
alternative. This setup is one that could
be used for a couple of weeks and then
dismantled easily.
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• Jump ropes laid in patterns. If you have
no financial resources for paint, plywood,
or string, you could lay jump ropes in a
pattern for a single lesson. Any type of
rope or yarn will work for a one-time use.
(Safety note: Rope can be a tripping hazard.
Make sure it is secured to the ground.)
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• Paint on a sidewalk or parking lot. If
your school yard is limited in green
spaces but heavy on the concrete, mark
your grid with tape and then paint it onto
the concrete with heavy-duty patio paint.
Obviously, you will need permission for
this before you start.

students, and parents to build a permanent
outdoor classroom. But one of these alternative
ideas will still allow you to put the lessons in
this chapter into action for your class and share
the fun of learning on a math grid.
There is a time and place to break away
from traditional presentations of mathematics
and make math fun. Let that happen in your
outdoor classroom learning lab or outside on
school grounds. Integrate math into your outdoor science lessons. It will add up to success
for both you and your students!
There are several ways you can use the lessons in this chapter. You may wish to use some
lessons to meet a math objective, while others
can be used as an extension of science or social
studies lessons. Link science content to math
concepts by explaining how various scientists
use math skills in their work. On some lessons,
the type of scientist who uses the skill from
the activity is listed along with the objectives.
Handouts for the activities follow this section.
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• Plywood and tape. If you cannot have
a permanent patio outdoors, make a
portable one. Measure equal squares
on plywood and mark them off with
masking tape or duct tape. Store the
board when not in use. You can cut the
plywood into smaller sections for easy
transport to and from school grounds.
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• Indoor tile floor. If you cannot take the
lesson outdoors, use the tiles on your
classroom floor if you have them. Move
the desks out of the way and mark the
perimeter of your grid.

Activities Linking Science With Math, K–4,
by John Eichinger
Activities Linking Science With Math, 5–8,
by John Eichinger
Stop Faking It! Math, by William C. Robertson
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Each teacher’s situation is unique. It takes
cooperation among colleagues, administrators,

Other Related NSTA Press
Resources
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speech (nouns, adjectives, action verbs, prepositions); to use figurative language (simile or metaphor); to examine the characteristics of plants

Why/How to Use This Lesson: Elemen-

Go to: www.scilinks.org
Code: OS019

Materials:
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Topic: Plant
Characteristics
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tary students are ready to learn about the characteristics of living things (NRC 1996). Studying
a bud is also useful in a unit on life cycles or
seasons. Integration of science into language
arts lessons makes it possible to give more time
to science, which is often a challenge in the elementary classroom.

Take students outside to find buds they
wish to observe. (For the indoor version of this
lesson, give each student a stem with a bud on
it.) Before explaining details of the assignment,
ask the students to share words that describe
their buds. After getting several examples of
adjectives, tell the students that they will write
in journals about observing their buds. Give
students copies of the handout.
Review topic sentences and how they set
the tone for journal entries. Use the handout
for the first page of the journal and staple
additional pages to it. Alternatively, you can
have the students use a folder or notebook
for their bud journals. Encourage students to
include illustrations of their buds and create
graphs that represent how the buds changed.
Wrap up the journal experience by displaying
journals in the media center or on a bulletin
board.
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Teaching Objectives: to review the parts of
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My Friend, My Bud

handout, buds on cut stems or
plants outdoors, pencil, journal or notebook

Procedures and Tips:

Assessment/Next Steps:

Evaluate students on the correct use of parts of speech and
reasonable observations of the buds. As enrichment to this activity, students can report bud
openings on the Leaf Out section of the Journey
North website (www.learner.org/jnorth).
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Make a survey
of the school grounds for buds on trees or
shrubs. If you plan to do the lesson indoors,
you can prune stems with buds from your
own backyard. If you will use stems that you
cut the evening before the lesson, place them
in the refrigerator overnight. Note that if
the temperature indoors is warmer than the
temperature outside, it may cause the buds
on your cuttings to open more quickly.
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My Friend, My Bud
Name: ____________________________ Date: __________________
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In the wintertime, trees and shrubs that have lost their leaves form buds. Buds are
protective shells from which leaves or flowers will emerge in spring. Depending
on your location, these buds become noticeable in late winter or early spring.

Directions

Find a bud outdoors and become acquainted with it, just like a new friend! Tie
a piece of colorful string around the branch to mark the bud you will watch. You
will spend time with your new bud and write about it in journal entries.

Materials

E

notebook for science journal, pencil, magnifying lens, markers
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Entry 1—Examine your bud carefully without touching it. Think about color,
size, texture, shape, and any other features you can observe. Write a short
paragraph in your journal: My bud looks like . . . Use five or more adjectives to
describe your bud.
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Note: It may take between a week and a month for your bud to open. If you
look at a bud outdoors, the weather will play a major factor. Decide with your
teacher if your Bud Journal will be daily, weekly, or three times per week. Use
the ideas below to help you create entries in your journal. Remember to start
each entry with a topic sentence, a sentence that tells a reader about the
general idea of the entry.

r

Ideas for Journal Entries
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Entry 2—Write about your bud’s reaction to its new surroundings. Use two
or three verbs. (For example, When the wind blows, my bud bends!)

aw

Entry 3—Describe your bud’s neighbors—nearby objects or animals. Use

nouns for this entry and underline them. Be sure to include adjectives. (For
example, A small yellow and black bird landed on my bud.)

H

Entry 4—Discuss the weather conditions in your bud’s environment,

©

underlining all prepositions. (For example, My bud sways in the gentle breeze.)

Entry 5—Describe your bud’s changes since your first entry. Use figurative

language such as similes and metaphors. (For example, My bud grew as fast
as my little brother! )
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